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Tanganyikan District II

Mr. Walter S. Rogers
Institute of Current World Affairs
5 Fifth Avenue
New York 36, New York

Dear Mr. Rogers
The major problem in Kondoa District, as elsewhere
in East Africa, is agricultural. The bi Job of the
British colonial administrators here is to raise the
African’s standard of livin and to do this, agricultural
production must be increased.

The African at present---as has been his custom
for centuries---produces little more, if any, than
that needed for bare subsistence. East Africa as
a whole frequently does not even raise enough food
to feed itself. Corn grown as far away as Illinois
sometimes is sold to Africans in areas here where
corn---called maize---is gro.

Unless, as in recent times, he is forced to do
the
African peasant generally will not raise a
so,
surplus to tide him over in case of famine the
following year. Auothr factor contributing to the
food shortage has been that the African---understandably
fro his point of view---has been tending to plant
the e&siest and most profitable crop. This frequently
is not a food item. In Central Tanganyika, for example,
Africans have been turning to the cash crop of castor
seed--source of the Infamou castor oil. Hence,
actual food production has suffered.
Tangnyika as a whole has had to import 44,64
of
maize from overseas so far this year and it
tons
is anticipated that another 30,000 to 35,000 tons
will have to be brought in from Uganda before the
next harvest---which will be in March and April.
This has caused the price of osp_q---malze flour
and the chief item in the African’s diet---to shoot
up. The controlled price in Kondoa now is 80 cents
pounds. Last year
(about ?O.13) per kilo or
posho sold for 50 cents ($O.07) a kilo. As there
hs been no noticeable rise in the African’s income,
this means a lower standard of living for him.
African ovrnment servants had to be given a 5 per
cent ’cost of posho" increase.
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Agricultural production must be increased---and
it must be done in face of three big obstacles: One,
the African generally is not interested in producin
more. Two, a rapidly expanding population has resulted
in the fragmentation of land into agricnlturally
uneconomic bits and patches. Three---and perhaps most
important---the productive ability of the land is
declining because the traditional, destructive
methods of the African peasant are turning it into
a seml-desert.

One British official said to me: "Land and
agriculture are the important things out here.
Understand them and you’ll understand East Africa.
What is done in land and agriculture will determine
how fast, and how far, the African will advance.
Things like who has how many votes in the Legislative
Councils arn’t important. The key to the African’s
future i s t he land."
Sir Philip Mitchell, former Governor of Kenya,
has written: "It is an idle dream to suppose that a
liberal modern civilization and a high standard of
livin can be erected on a basis of production and
a system of agriculture and animal husbandry which
have been evolved to enable primitive tribes to
subsist in a primitive way...

"(The) problem can be stated simply and plainly
by saying that an ignorant man and his wife with a
hoe are a totally inadequate foundation for an
enlightened state of society, a high standard of
living and elaborate social services, and.that unless
an alternative foundation capable of bearing these
things can be devised, or, when it exists, can be
expanded, a great deal of modern talking and writln
about colonial development and welfare is moonshine."*

Konoa

Tackling these problems in
is a thankless
and frustrating Job. "We’ve got to make them not
starve," the official sId. "We’ve got to force them
to grow enough food. We can’t wait to educate them
not to destroy their land---we’ve got to make them
do it, and do it now.

in

* "Gnerai ASPeers Of’ t’he Agrarian "stu’aton
Kenya," Dispatch No. 44 of 1946 from the Governor

to the Scretary of State for the Colonies, Nairobl,
Government Printer.
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Illustrative of what the officials are up
against was the remark ef Gabriel, an frlcan messenger
at the bom___a. While I was accompanying District
Officer Don Barton on a famine relief survey of the
Usandawe area of Kendoa District, Gabriel pointed
to a nearby hill and said: "Years ago, the
Wasandawe used to ge up the hill and sacrifice a
cow, a goat, a sheep and some pombe (beer). Then,
O days later, it would rain.

’’

"Do

they still de

"No,

tl

it?" Barton asked.

said Gabriel. I1 They don t bother
now. They know the government will prevlde food
fer them if there’s a famine."
The productive ability of Kondoa District
has been seriously impaired by the erosion in the
highlands area, occupied by the Warangi tribe.
The desolate appearance of the highlands was
mentioned in my last newsletter. The destructlen
was caused by long years of overgrazlng. Huge
heds ate up and trampled out practically all
vegetation. When the rains came, there was nothing
to prevent the topsoil from being washed away.
The cutting down of practically all trees for
firewood and building material accelerated the
process. In Kondoa the land, though fertile,
was particularly musceptible to erosion. It is
loose because of a high mica content.

One way that the government has gone about
tackling the erosion problem is to cut down the
size of hrds. (Sir Philip, in the same dispatch,
said: "There are only two alternatives before the
African people---elthr they eat their surolus
stock or their surplus stock will eat theme. ’’)

A census was taken at the beginning of

195 and it was found that there wre 118,828
stock units in the Irani highlands. (One stock
unit is one cow or five goats or five sheep.)
The government began hammering away at barazas
(meetings) with propaganda urging the Warangito get rid of some of their stock. Some did, but
the government found it necessary to decree
compulsor sales late in that year. The Warangl
were told to sell 8,598 units. Each village area
was given a quota and all stock thus sold hd to
leave the district.
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A total of 7,782 fruits were reported as sold
and it is suspected that some of these sti. ll are
wandering aroun on the dusty hills.
Compulsory destocking continues this year and
the Warangi have been told to dispose of lO,O00 cattle
nd 26,000 small stock---sheep and goats. So far
7,000 cattle and 16,000 small stock ve been sold.
Steps were taken to make sure that the sales actually
took place.
The stock population, thodgh, continues to be
high---the last census, at the end of 1952 showed
there were 93,000 cattle, 190,000 goats, 81,000
sheep and 2,500 donkeys in Irani, lowlands included.
Cecil Winnington-Ingram, Kondoa s District
Commissioner, says half that many would be proper
for the land.

A survey to draw up revised quotas for future
compulsory destocking is being carried out by Jack
Allen, the district Settlement Officer. He has been
surveying each village area to decide how much
stock each can handle without damage to the land.
Fo the better land, one stock mit per three acres
could be allowed, but for the badly eroded areas
there should be as much as 30 acres per unit, he
has found. The situation is complicated by the fact
that some families cannot afford to cut down their
herds---even though the stock are destroying the
land, the family needs theft many for its needs.
Destocking as a whole has met with strong
Kondoa’s Africans because of their
pastoral traditions. To them, cattle are valued
as much as a form of visible wealth as for meat
resistance from

and dairy products.

A second way to deal with erosion is to
arrest the actual process. Africans are being urged
to construct co.ntour banks on the slopes. These
check the rs.pid runoff of topsoil-laden rainwater.
Some resistance to this has developed because
countour banks take up space that otherwise could
be used for planting. The Africans also are being
urged to plant rows of the sisal plant to hold the
earth in place and again retard runoff.

It is encouraging when driving through Kondoa
to see th:.t many Africans have finally accepted
the necessity of countour banks and sisal rows--but much remains to be done.
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A third way of fighting erosion is to close the
worst areas. The Chakwe area of Kondoa, three square
miles in extent, has been closed for five years now.
The area, Just north of Kondoa town on the Great North
Road, is the first in Tanganyika to be closed under
a law permitting this drastic step. After five years
of rest the land has made a good start toward
regeneration. Knee high grass covers the once barren
slopes. Across the road the land was not closed and
the contrast between the two sections is startling.
The unclosed area is rw and devoid of vegetation.
A fourth aporoach to the erosion problem is to
resettle families in new areas. This ,.as done in
the case of Chakwe’s residents. About half of Kondoa
District’s 5,750 square miles---all at lower altitudes
---is unoccupied by man. It is dense bush and the
presence, of tsetse fly has kept the Africans out.
But when bush is cleared, the fly, deprived of cover,
dies.

A large bush clearing project is goin on along
the Bubu River south of Kondoa. A total of 45 square
miles of bush have been cleared this year and it
is hoped tt another 60 can be cleared next year.
Also another huge tract of land at Maweni Ridge to
the northeast of Kondoa will be opened up next year(R)

But there is a new difficulty here. The
Warangi dislike the idea of leaving their eroded
highlands home. Several reasons are given by
them. It is their home, and llke men everywhere in
the world they are reluctant to le.ve it. Raiufall
is better in the highlands and the soil is of a
somewhat better grade---hence cultivation is an
easier chore. The Warangi, too, are used to the
cool uplands and dislike the idea of moving to
a warmer area. They also are reluctant to leave
their relatives---relatives tend to live close to
each other. Lastly---and to a people who value
large families this is highly important---the
Warangl maintain that their women are less fertile
in the lowlands,
Yet it is Believed that the economic pinch
is such in the highlands that settlers will be found
for the cleared areas. Close supervision of the
agricultural practices there is planned in order to
prevent the areas from becomln new rural slums.

-6-
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I spent a day recently inspecting Mawenl Ridge
with Jack Allen and two officials of the Tanganyika
Game Department. One, a middle-aged man, is high
in the department. The other is a young ranger. The
older man had come to Africa in his youth and had
been a professional ivory hunter in West Africa. With
money from that, he tried coffee farming in Tanganyika,
but went broke. He then Joined the game department.
The land at Mawen.i Ridge is llke bush all over
East Afrlca---low thorny trees and bushes. At Mawenl,
the land is not quite as flat as elsewhere, but is
crossed by little ravines. After a while one becomes
almost fond of the bush, and the ame officials,
enthralled by the bush and the game, were llke kids
It s beautiful, Just beautiful
in a toy shop.’
country. Did you see that impala there? Beautiful,
wasn’t he?" the older man kept saying.

Herds of the graceful impala and of Thompson’s
and Grant’s gazelle kept boundln across the road--which has Just been cut through the bush---in front
of the car. Exotic birds fluttered up as we passed.
Giraffe paused from nibbling at tree-tops to stare
at us and zebra and ostrich hurried away as we
approached. We did not see any that day, but
the ridge abounds in elephant and the larger buck--kudo and roan antelope---plus some rhino as well.

"

"I t s a shame, said the older man. "A1 1 this
beautiful land will be cut up. The elephant will be
killed off or driven away and the other game will all
leave. The Africans will move in and In ’lO years
this will be another desert." The reason for our
tour that day was to acquaint the game department men
with the terrain so they could move in later with
their high-powered rifles to drive the elephant out--by shooting enough of them so the rest will leave.
The game must go---human needs come first. One
hopes, though, that the administration will be
successful in its efforts to keep the Africans from
turning Maweni Ridge into another slum.
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The Job of increasing agricultural yields in
Kondoa has met with still another obstacle: the
present system of land tennre.

All land is owned tribally, though a man may
have an occupation right to his .s.ha.mba, or cultivated
plot, generally of five or six acres in extent.
Grazing land is communal and since the land is no
one’s in particular, no one looks after it. Everyone
grabs what he can from it. There is no rest for
the land---until it has sunk to the level where it
cannot be exploited further. In the communal pastures,
the worst erosion is seen.
With an expanding population and an expandinE
man-made desert, a shortage of productive highland shambas has
developed. In the past, shambas were divided equally
between the sons on a father’s death, but,because of
the degree of fragmentation 9ccurring, the Africans
have been discontinuing this practice. The shorSage
of land has resulted, too, in cases where a man,
unable to acquire enough land around his home, owns
a tiny patch there and several other tiny patches
in scattered places many miles apart. In neither
case is efficient agriculture possible.
The introduction of the eroslon-preventin6
sisal hedges around fields have tended to promote
better farming. It has been found that once a man
in planting a hedge, the land has
has labored
acquired a new value for him and he is not as
apt to let it o to ruin.

Winnington-Ingram would like to see the introduction
of paddocking---or fenced pastures used only by one
farmer. Grazing would be less intensive and again
the African would tend to regard it as his own
roperty and hence something to be looked after.
We want to relate a particular piece of land to a
particular person," Winnington-Ingram said.

In the new settlement areas, he would like to
see experiments conducted in 40-acre individual
plots, with a fixed limit for grazir.* Some communal
grazing would be allowed in adjoining mbuga areas--or savannah land inundated with water most of the year.
Grazing there is possible only during the four or five
dry months of the year, hence individual paddocks
would not be too feasible.
$

This

was done

Kenya (DER- 6).

a

’he ’Makueni settlement in
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Whether the government will succeed in putting
paddocking across to the Warangi in the near future
remains to be seen. Communal grazing is an old tribal
custom and resistance would be considerable. Colonial
administrators are well aware that though the African
can be pushed along, he can be pushed Just so far at

any one time.

Despite the immensity of the overall task of
raising agricultural production, Winnington-Ingram
thinks that it will succeed in time. The sheer pinch
of economic necessity will force the African into
line, he believes. The speed with which the
innovations are accepted will accelerate as the Africans
begin to see the advantages to their pocketbooks.
the planting of cassava.
is ground into a flour. The
government decreed five years ao that Africans had
to plant cassava as an anti-famine measure.

Typical of

Dried

cassava root

this. was

"Nope, cassava won’t grow here, was the African
response. The government, backed bythe opinions of
agricultural experts, refused to budge. The Africans
had to plant cassava in communal plots. These
were to provide planting material for distribution
to each shamba. The cassava grew well.
Today practically all Africans in the district
are growing cassava. The district grew all that it
needed this year and Africans realized some cash
by selling it to famine areas. Chief Herl reeently
said that the communal plots could be abandoned; so
much was being grov on shambas that the plots no
longer are needed.

Lookln to the future, Winnington-Ingram believes
that no considerable increases im production will come
a_bout Until there are radical changes in the basic
organization of farming.
As sn example there are only a few plows in
Kondoa District now. A man with an oxen and a plow
can turn up many times the amount of land that another
man can coVer itha hoe. But the first man finds
that with the increased amount of land turned up, he
needs labor.
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Labor, though, cannot be obtained in Kondoa when
it is needed. Planting, weedin and harvesting must
all be done during certain very short periods and at
those times the men in the district are busy with
their own tiny shambas. Hence the plow cannot be
put to full use.
Production would be increased if there were
a class of landless Africans. Labor would be available
and larger shambas would be possible. But almost every
African is a landowner now and he hans on to his land
tenaciously, tiny though it may be, as he knows he
owes his freedom to this. As a land owner, he has
a considerable amouut of freedom. He takes orders
from no employer and has no real obligations except
that he meet his taxes. He may work for someone
else for a while, but there is always land to which he

can return.

An alternative in Wiunington-Inram’s opinion
would be the development of larer sized individual
holdirs on lines perhaps of the 40 acres envisioned
for the resettlement areas.
A third alternative would be the development of
collective farms such as the Gezira cotton growing
scheme in the Sudan---which existed long before the
Russian versions.

Perhaps, Winnlngton-Ingram suggests, a balance
will be struck between the three, modifyln each here
and there as circumstances demand.

In the last 50 yesrs the .hite man ended the
old East Africa---slavery,
great evils of the
starvation, inter-tribal wars and eidemics. Now
another challenge lies ahead. If wisely pushed and
guided, the African could go through in a mstter of
decades what it took the western world centuries of
work, strife and war to evolve.
Sincerely,

David E. Reed
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